Bum His Books

nature of United States Roman Catholic identity-politics that debated
what it meant to be both a faithful Catholic and a patriotic citizen.
American Catholics' fervent support for the Catholic Vietnamese in the
1950s had helped to create the nation's foreign policy nightmare of the
1960s.6 Yet, for Catholics, as for all Americans, the war that tore the
United ~tates apart out-lasted the ideology and beliefs surrounding
commumsm that led to the country's original involvement and Catholics'
initial support. The war ended with the most powerful episode of selfdoubt, of a nation questioning its role in the world, that the United States
had so far experienced.
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Introduction
In spring 1968, Kentuckians regarded Thomas Merton as a divisive figure
because of his support for Joseph T. Mulloy's selective conscientious
objection. 1 Mulloy, a Roman Catholic and a local Kentuckian, opposed
being drafted into the United States military during the Vietnam War.2
Merton was aware of Catholic antagonism. As he laconically commented:
'More attacks in The Record. A devout Catholic is burning my books. I
must be godless, as I wish to save lives rather than kill Commies for
Christ.' 3 At the height of the Vietnam War in 1968, selective conscientious
objection brought into sharp focus the conflict of loyalties between a
person's freedom of conscience and their patriotic loyalty to the nation at
war.4
This essay focuses on conflicting Roman Catholic responses to
Thomas Merton's controversial support for Joseph Mulloy, and the bitter
media debate that ensued within the Catholic community in Kentucky,
conducted through the letter pages of The Record, the newspaper of the
Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Louisville, from February to May 1968.
Vietnam produced probably the most intense domestic conflict in the
United States since the Civil War, but this would have been inconceivable
outside the context of the superpower conflict of the Cold War. Merton,
writing from the reflective remove of his rural hermitage, communicated
the necessity for Catholics to examine their motivations, both as patriotic
Americans and as faithful Catholics, by tempering their inflammatory
rhetoric that ideologically set the God-fearing United States against
godless communism.s Conscientious objectors like Mulloy had always
been a rare breed in the United States of America. Catholic responses to
Merton's pastoral support for Mulloy was paradigmatic of the contested

American Catholics and the Vietnam War
In 1968, anti-Vietnam protests reached a tipping-point that called into
question the legitimacy of United States military intervention in SouthEast Asia. The launch of the Tet Offensive on 3Qth January 1968 by North
Vietnamese and communist Viet Cong forces against United States and
South Vietnamese troops sent shock waves across the home front and
sparked the most intense period of anti-war protests to date. American
Catholics did not possess a creditable record either on civil rights or on
dissent against Vietnam. 7 Catholics in the main believed that protest
against the United States of America's mission abroad was, in reality, an
assault on the nation itself.B
The nature of Catholic protest shifted as a consequence of the
Vietnam War from consciousness-raising to direct action. By 1968 the
military draft had become a lightning rod for what it meant to be a loyal
American and faithful Catholic at the height of the Vietnam War. 9 Catholic
journalists described draft card burning as a type of 'liturgical ceremony',
a telling analogy which demonstrated that they understood the
connection between the ritualistic and sacrificial nature of draft card
destruction and the Roman Catholic liturgy itself, which commemorates
Christ's Last Supper and crucifixion. to The Catholic consensus held that
anti-war activists were draft dodgers who were un-American, whereas
activists interpreted dissent as legitimate protest against a war that was
undermining American values of freedom and democracy.11 The Berrigan
brothers, the most notable members of the Catholic Left, were numbered
among the 'Catonsville Nine' who burnt draft cards in May 1968. Both Fr.
Robert Cunnane and Jim Forest, formerly of the Catholic Worker and cofounder of the Catholic Peace Fellowship, were amongst the 'Milwaukee
Fourteen' who burnt draft cards in September. Five of the participants in
the 'Peacemakers Retreat', hosted by Merton in 1964, were impr isoned
for protests in 1968 against the draft for Vietnam.12 The liberal Catholic
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press understood that Catholics did not engage in prophetic witness out
of pure defiance against the government; they burned their draft cards
and went to prison because their redemptive faith in the suffering Christ
obligated them to act in solidarity with human beings. 13

Patriotism in Kentucky
Kentuckians were fiercely patriotic. In their minds, it was the nation, not
the government that was calling on citizens to serve in Vietnam. To resist
14
the draft was to refuse to defend the nation and was un-American.
Patriotism and poverty were closely aligned with many of the poorest
Americans being the most patriotic and willing to serve in the military.
Eastern Kentucky had 20 of the nation's 30 poorest counties; coal mining,
one of the few sources of prosperity the region had known, had begun its
long decline. Many people lived in conditions not very different from
those of their ancestors in the nineteenth century. Conflict in Vietnam
made anti-poverty funding harder to obtain. 1968 was also an election
year. Robert F. Kennedy's campaign focused national attention on
Appalachian poverty in order to develop new anti-poverty proposals and
to gain the political support of poor mountain residents. Kennedy toured
Eastern Kentucky on 13th and 14th February 1968, landing at Lexington's
Bluegrass Airport and travelling over two hundred miles in those two
days. On 16th March, Kennedy entered the pres idential race. It was in
eastern Kentucky and the Mississippi Delta, the fields of California, and
on the Indian reservations where he re-established his political identity.1s
Joseph Mulloy had worked with the Appalachian Volunteers, a
community network engaged in development projects in centr al
Appalachia. The movement dismissed him because of the publicity his
selective conscientious objection attracted, self-preservation of the
movement being a fundamental reason for this. In 1968 the movement
was under investigation for communist infiltration by the Kentucky UnAmerican Activities Committee (KUAC). 16 The Eastern Kentucky strip
mine operators assumed that the Appalachian Volunteers movement was
responsible for instigating opposition to strip mining. To them, this
signified that the community network was moving from fostering selfhelp in tackling poverty to encouraging sedition by attacking economic
interests, the Appalachian natural resources being considered important
in a capitalist economy.17 For activists, strip mining was destroying
poorer communities and the environment, whereas for capitalists,
activism threatened their economic interests. Mine operators used the
pretense of anti-communism to break popular opposition. The
Appalachian Volunteers could only complain against KUAC's 'red-baiting
witch hunting campaign' that endangered civil liberties.is

Kentuckians confront Thomas Merton
Joseph T. Mullo~ appeal~d to the draft board in Louisville and presented
Thomas Merton s letter m support of his case.19 On 22nd February 1968
The Record published as its front-page a letter from Thomas Merton'
d~ted 19th February 1_9.68, supporting Joseph T. Mulloy's application fo;
his de!erral of the military draft. Merton's published letter stated the
following:
As a ~piritu~l advisor I have been consulted by Joseph Mulloy

wh? is seekmg to follow his conscience in opposition to war. I
b.eheve he has every right to do so and also believe that his
r~ghts are being unj.ustly denied him. Consequently, doing my
simple d~ty ~s ~ pnest, I h ave given him encouragement and
support m his fight for his rights. I wo uld like to make clear
that such support is a religious matter and is not to be
construed as an illegal act, nor is it political. It is esse ntial for
t?e preservation of American democratic values that the
~1ghts of c~nscie~ce be represented even, indeed es pecially,
m matters mvolvmg violence and war. 20
Mert?n

beli~ved

that loyalty to the United States of America neither
w ith nor contradicted faithfulness to Roman Catholicism and
t~e. pnmacy of :onscience. However, this was precisely the issue that
d1v1ded Kentuckian Catholics in the debate that unfolded
Strident opposition against Thomas Merton appear~d in The Record
from . 29~h February to 7th March 1968. The issue of selective
consc1~nt10us objectio~ to the military draft divided Catholic opinion
re~a~dmg what constituted loyalty to the nation and faithfulness to
religion. _John H~nness~ of Louisville considered Merton's support of a
dra~t resister as shocking beyond belief when the fight in Vietnam was
aga1~s~ th~ threat of 'Godless communism'. Sam L. Draper of Louisville
felt it odd that Merton would spring from hibernation in an enclosed
monastery to counsel a draft resister.
Draper wrote:. 'Surely he knows that the fight in Asia is against
Godless Commumsm. (Merton's] past writings plead for the world to
unders~and that he has abandoned society only to become a saint.
Accor~mg to Mr. Merton's abbot, he sees no one, living a strict life of
seclus10n. How did h~ manage to frequently counsel Mr. Mulloy?'21 Julia
Co~ter, from Shelbyville, described Merton's support of a 'traitor' to the
Umted States, as 'pretty sickening'. 22 By contrast, W. J. Lyons in Louisville
supported Merton's legitimacy to counsel Joseph Mulloy as the duty of a
confhc~ed
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Catholic priest. Ronald Knott, a young Catholic seminarian, studying for
the priesthood, supported Merton's pastoral role and argued that
Catholics needed to question the war's legitimacy.23
The war in Vietnam, initiated by the government to contain
communism, was betraying American values of freedom and democracy.
During the Second Vatican Council (1962-1965), Jesuit theologian John
Courtney Murray had worked to establish freedom of conscience, but that
it was the responsibility of individual Catholics to work this out on a caseby-case basis. 24 In 1967, Murray affirmed the moral validity of selective
conscientious objection, his preoccupation resting on the quality of
debate that ought to result from the conscientious objector's obligation to
defend his position in the public forum. Amid the sharpening polarities
brought on by the Vietnam War, Murray had his doubts whether such a
public debate could be effected.25
On the 14th March 1968, Thomas Merton replied to his critics through
the medium of The Record. He proposed his faithfulness to Roman
Catholic teaching as the ground of his pastoral support for Joseph
Mulloy. 26 He was motivated by the moderating voice of the Holy See that
had distinguished itself from United States militarism by playing a
pastoral role in international relations during the pontificates of John
XXIII and Paul VI.27 From the margins of Catholicism, he reiterated his
decade-long doubts in United States militarism, doubts which were now
filtering into mainstream opinion due to the saturation of nightly
television newscasts from Vietnam into American homes. To illustrate,
Merton gave the example of a Vietnamese Benedictine monastic
community that had recently been destroyed, not by communists, but by
the collateral damage from bombing by United States forces. Merton
wrote:
The other day in Hue, Vietnam, a monastery of Vietnamese
Primitive Benedictines was destroyed, some of the monks
were killed, some have 'disappeared', one is in Laos. This is a
Catholic community with which I had been in close contact.
Their loss is something I feel deeply. But the monastery was
not destroyed by Communists. It was blasted by American
bombs. Now I am not blaming anyone for this. Obviously this
was not 'intended', but the point is that this happens over and
over again. It is not just an isolated incident, it is characteristic
of the entire war: what does it all add up to? Simply to the fact
that we are 'saving the Vietnamese from Communism' by
destroying them. It is getting more and more clear to more and

more people that there is something radically wrong with the
war. It has become, for very many, a most serious problem of
conscience. No amount of bluster or derision can alter the fact.
For that reason I am opposed to a war which involves a
needless waste of American and Vietnamese lives, which is not
likely to attain any useful purpose, which is definitely not
helping America or democracy in any way whatever and which
~s, in fact, a. scandal to the entire world. I would like to clarify
Just one pomt: I have not advised anyone to disobey the draft
Jaw.2a
At this time Merton was engaged in drafting 'War and the Crisis of
Language' in which he addressed the rationale of a United States Major's
reason on why Ben Tre was levelled during the Tet Offensive: 'It became
necessary to destroy the town in order to save it.'29 These words
represented the absurd futility of United States militarism in Vietnam.
To mainstream Catholics, Thomas Merton's advocacy for freedom to
dissent was interpreted as defeatism. Catholic readers of The Record held
to the consensus that the war in Vietnam was an extension of the need for
the United States to contain communism at home and abroad. On the
whole the Catholic laity viewed priests, as community leaders, as dutybound to unconditionally support, rather than to question, governmental
authority during wartime. Readers of The Record considered that Merton
as a celebrated Catholic writer, was duty-bound, as a loyal United State;
citizen and faithful Catholic, to defend the nation against threats to
democracy as signified by Mulloy's unwillingness to fight in Vietnam.
Robert H. Jutt, writing in The Record, stated that he would burn Merton's
books in protest:
I sometimes wonder just what would become of Thomas
Merton and certain 'other' priests, if all young men in
America took their advice and the Communists took over this
wonderful country of ours. I am 65 years old and
consequently do not have a draft card, but I assure you that I
would rather die than burn it if I had one. However, there are
some items that I do have that I am burning, among them is
'Seven Storey Mountain' and all the other books that I have
that were written by this publicity seeking 'devout' priest.JO
Merton, in his letter dated 28th March 1968 to James Baker, a graduate
student at Florida State University who was reading for a doctorate on
Merton's writings, wryly observed:
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Ran into some trouble with a certain set of conservative
Catholics in Louisville, recently, for supporting a conscientious
objector who refused draft induction. There was some
correspondence about it in the Record, the diocesan paper, but
I don't have that either. One good man said he was about to
burn my books. That is one way of disp osing of them.31
The symbolic destruction by fire of Merton's books was a ritualistic form
of censorship. It is important to remember that Jutt's generation
perceived the war in Vietnam within memory of the Second World War
that was fought as a just war against totalitarianism. Joseph L. Williamson
also took issue with Merton, arguing that he proposed no workable
solution except that the United States withdrew, which to Williamson
represented an act of defeatism in the face of an inhumane communist
system. 32
Despite Thomas Merton's support for Joseph Mulloy's freedom of
conscience as compatible with being a loyal citizen and faithful Catholic,
the draft board refused to re-open Mulloy's case. In violation of the
Military Selective Service Act of 1967, Mulloy was convicted of failing to
submit to induction into the Armed Forces, given a fine of $10,000 and a
five-year prison sentence.33 Mulloy was incarcerated on the weekend that
Martin Luther King was shot dead on 4th April 1968. Meanwhile, a group
of concerned Catholic Kentuckians took matters into their own hands and
wrote a letter to the Kentucky Un-American Activities Committee, who, in
turn, recommended to the Federal Bureau of Investigation that it should
investigate un-American activity within the Roman Catholic Church in
Kentucky, naming Merton as the primary suspect.34 There is no evidence
that state authorities pursued this complaint. The vindictiveness of
vigilantes uncomfortably echoed the red-baiting attacks on civil rights
during the McCarthy era of the 1950s.
It was in the pastoral statements and pastoral letters of the United
States Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB) that the right of selective
conscientious objection found explicit support. The purpose of such
documents was to interpret Church teaching so as to provide pastoral
guidance to American Catholics and those who ministered to them.
USCCB statements and letters did not constitute official Church teaching,
although they could be assumed to be not inconsistent with it. Beginning
with the pastoral letter Human Life in Our Day, in November 1968 the
USCCB supported the right to selectively object to wars and
recommended that the United States government made accommodation

to those who did so. In upholding the right to selective objection, the
bishops were being true to the Just War tradition, which required the
assessment of the justice of each particular war. Yet in avoiding the
thornier questions of social theory raised by selective objections, they
reflected the tension of trying to mediate divergent positions within the
Catholic community whilst also avoiding the possibility of a radical
confrontation with the government.35
The teachings of the Second Vatican Council (1962 -1965) and the
policies of Popes John XXIII and Paul VI moved Roman Catholicism to a
more conciliatory stance towards communism. This combination of
circumstances undercut the willingness of American Catholics to back
their government to win a 'Lost Crusade' in Vietnam. Under the
leadership of Paul VI, the Vatican continued efforts to improve ties with
communist governments in Europe, and the Pope repeatedly called for a
negotiated settlement to the Vietnam conflict. Within the United States
growing numbers of Americans pushed for a rapid end to the war and
told pollsters that they supported legislation that set a deadline for the
withdrawal of United States troops from Vietnam.

Conclusion
The Catholic Church was much more united concerning Vietnam at the
end of the war than it was nearer the middle of it. Though the Christians
who protested the war in Vietnam, and those who did not were both
confident that God absolutely blessed their viewpoint, through the
experience each learned something about the ambiguity of politics. The
letters controversy in The Record had been a rhetorical battleground that
had exposed these contested Catholic views of patriotism, which in every
respect, reflected national self-doubts. In December, when the American
press reported Merton's sudden death in Asia, his obituary was front
page of the New York Times,36 but only page three in The Record.37
Readers were reminded by the editors how Merton had divided local
opinion during the spring of 1968.
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